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ABSTRACT

We study a scheme for the time-discretization of parabolic variationai inequalities that
is often easier to use than the classical method of"Rothe. We show that if the data arc compatible
in a certain sense, then this scheme is of order > 1 /2 .
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1 Introduction
Let V and // be Hilbert spaces satisfying V C H = IV C V, with continuous
ami dense inclusions. We use (-,-) to denote both the inner product of // (with
associated norm | • \) and the duality between V and V, while || • || will denote the
norm of V. Thus there exists Q > 0 such that

|u| < a||u|| Vu e V.

Let / l :Vi-»V"bea linear function such that 3 M > 0, c > 0, such that

(Au,u) >e||u|f V u e V

|(>lu,w)|<Ml|u|l||«|| Vu, v£ V

Given a closed convex subset K of V, we consider the following problem:

u(t) € K
u(0) =

- Au{i) - f(t),u(t) -v)) < 0 V« g if V t€ (0 , r )

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Naturally, the existence and the properties of the solution to this problem depend
on the function space in which the solution is sought and on the data / and u0.
Results on these questions can be found in {6,1,5], while the numerical solution of
the problem is studied in [7,8]. See also the numerous references contained in these
works.

One of the simplest methods for discretizing this problem is the method of Rothe:

(5}

where h = $ and /* = { /»_,,fc /{() dt.
Let V), denote the step function whose value on the interval ((k — l)h,kh] is u*

(we will adopt an analogous notation for other functions Fu^, /A etc.) and let K
denote the closure of K in H. A recent result due to Baoicchi [2] shows that if
u0 e K and / e Li{0,T,H), then

- U I L Gh (6)o(o,r,«) "*" II"* ~

Here, and in the sequel, G,Gi,Gs etc, will denote constants which are not necessarily
the same in any two places. In the same paper, it is also shown that if u0 £ K,
/ e L,(O,T,V), f G £2(0,r,K') and Au0 - /(0) € // , then we have the first order
error estimate:

Unfortunately, it is not often clear how to obtain the numerical solution of the
elliptic variationai inequality (5).

If P denotes the orthogonal projection from II to /C the we can consider the
following alternative method of discretization:

(8)



This scheme generalizes a method used in [9| (it is refered to in [7] as the 'implicit
in equation1 scheme). For this reason we call it the method of Tr^molieres.

This method is clearly easier to use than (5) whenever the projection P is ex-
plicitly known. This occurs for instance for obstacle problems (see [3]).

The main purpose of this note is to prove an error estimate analogous to (6) for
this method.

2 Main results

Let J< designate the operator (1 + tA)~l which exists as an operator from H to H.
In the sequel we will assume that there exists w € H such that

J,[v + tw) G K Vv £ K V«> 0 (9)

This hypothesis is satisfied in many concrete cases in applications (see [3, p. 179]
for one such example).

This compatibility hypothesis will play an important role in the sequel, because
of the following result (note that, in general, Pv belongs to //, but not necessarily
to V).

Theorem 1 // (9) holds, and if Au e H, then Pu€V.

Proof
Let un be the solution of the variational inequality:

tin € K: (uH - u,ttn - x) + (AUn ~ Au,un - a) < 0 Vi G K. (]0)

A is coercive, so the existence of un is a standard result (cf. [3]). Letting r =
Jt[un + ixu) we obtain

0 < (u - un + -(Au - Aun),tAJ,[un + tw) - tw)

Therefore, dividing by t, letting t —» 0 and using [10, cor. 55.3], we obtain

It follows that

0 < (u - un + -(Au - Aun), Aun - w)
n

0 < (u - un H—(Au. - Aun),Aun - w)
n

This can be written in the form

(u — un H—(Au — Aun),Au - Aun) < (u - un •)—(Au — Aun), Au — w).
n n

Therefore, using (1) and (2) we obtain

CJ|u — «n | |3 + i!-^u "" -^un|2 £ HIU ~ un| |Mu — tu|

It follows that

2
from which we finally obtain

. - | X . - .

Kll + ;
with G not depending on n. Therefore, passing to a subsequence which we again
call un, we see that there exists v 6 V such that »„ - v as i n oc. Since K is
convex and closed, it is weakly closed. Therefore v € K. Finally, because of (3), for
any x £ K, the second term on the left hand side of (10) is

Therefore, taking the innmum of the two sides of that equation, we obtain

(u — u , v — x) < l im inf ( u n — u, u n — i ) < 0

It follows that {v - u,v - x) < 0 for all x € K. Therefore Pu = xeV,

In the study of (8), we will require the following properties of P.

Lemma 1
\Pu - Pv\ < \u - v\ Vu,vG//

(u - Pu, APu - tu) > 0 Vu e V satisfying Au G H

(11)

(12)



Proof
(11) is a standard result (cf. [4]), To obtain (12) we observe that

0 < (u - Pu, Pu + tw- J,(Pu + tw) - tw)t

so that
0 < (« - Pu, AJ,{Pu + tw) - w)

(12) now follows on letting a tend to zero and applying [10, Cor. 55.3]

We now begin the study of the scheme (8). Note that, since Pu0 = ua, Theorem
1 assures us that if /* 6 H for all k, then we have Pu% 6 K for all k.

Lemma 2 If f e Lj(0,TfH) then

H1)

Proof
Taking the sealer product with uj - Pu* in (8), we obtain

(Pu* - Pu*~\ui - Pu*) ^ h(AU
k
h - ni.uS - Puk

h)

Using the definition of P we obtain

k(Au* - » , « £ - Pu*) + |u

If we rewrite this in the form

Pu*|2

and use (12), we obtain

This yields

From this we easily obtain (14) and (13).

We now give the error estimate of the approximation (8).

Theorem 2 If u0 e K and f € Li(O,T,H), then there exists u e Lj(O,T,V) such
that u solves (4) and

Puh -+ u in £M(o,:r, J / ) (is)

u h ^ u I « L J ( O , T , K ) (16)

Furthermore we have the estimate

Proof
The proof is based on the known properties of the Euler approximation (5). It
follows from the results of [2] that (4) has a unique solution u to which «/, converges
strongly in the norm | • \L^{Q,T,H) + II " IUa(o,r,v)-

From (8) and (5) we have

,Pu* v*)<0

Adding these inequalities, we obtain

(P«£ - v* + hAu"h - hAvi,Pu\ - »{) <

This implies

- t,*"1, Pu* - „*)

I TT



Therefore, using (14) we obtain

- vk
h\\* < Mh\\u* -

*=1

Finally, Lemma (2) and the error estimate (6) imply that

< 2\Puh -

+2||uh - J

(15) and (16) follow from this.

In conclusion, we remark that numerical experiments suggest that if / is suffi-
ciently regular, the order 1/2 estimate which we have proved can be weakened tc
an order 1 estimate. However we remark that the regularity assumption we made -
namely / 6 Lj(O, T, H) and UQ€ K - yielded an estimate which is analogous to th<
estimate (6) which holds for the method of Rothe under the same condition.
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